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Lucky block mod 1.7.10 addon

Lucky Block Addons are user-made additions to Lucky Block. They add new types of Lucky Blocks with different features. The latest version fully supports add-ons and includes a Lucky Block add-on folder in .minecraft/addons/lucky_block. If the add-in supports the latest version, simply place it in that folder. Lucky Block
Addons are user-made additions to Lucky Block. They add new types of Lucky Blocks with different features. The latest version fully supports add-ons and includes a Lucky Block add-on folder in .minecraft/addons/lucky_block. If the add-in supports the latest version, simply place it in that folder. 1.7.10 1.8 1.9 Forge The
lucky block mod is an interesting but potentially devastating add-on to Minecraft. It adds a question mark printed block to the game and when broken have a chance to spawn something good or something terrible. The block has a chance to spawn something big like a swarm of food and sweets or even a fully tamed and
armor-clad horse: Or something devastating like a block of lava and fire: Or an armored zombie named Bob with an enchanted sword: You can luck out with a super lucky block that spits out lucky potions that can also vary in good or bad luck bestowed by breaking them. The point of this mod is to give new use to gold
ingots. If you find yourself always filled with gold but never use it, this mod is for you. You can now turn the weak metal into Lucky Blocks and let fate decide what comes out. It's a nice mod for multiplayer servers or for making the game short, but with how random the blocks behave it can be a dangerous mod for your
regular card. It is recommended to either lower your card or create one specifically for this mod lest you risk wreaking unwanted havoc on your favorite world. DownloadForumInstall Guide Lucky Block Mod, 3.78 / 5 (11092 votes) So I tried to add orespawn lucky block addon for the lucky block mod, but I didn't seem to
get addons folder for lucky block. Is it even possible to get addons for 1.7.10? If you can help me please comment or PM me. Download
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